ABSTRACT: Phytoplankton are major primary producers in aquatic ecosystems and are sensitive to various aspects of global environmental change. They can respond through phenotypic plasticity, species sorting, genetic adaptation, or a combination of these processes. Here we present conceptual, experimental and theoretical ways to predict different phytoplankton responses to global change. Using phytoplankton ecological niches to predict their responses to multiple environmental stressors is a promising new approach. Functional traits of phytoplankton, such as resource utilization traits and tolerance curves for various environmental factors like temperature, can be used to define niches along major axes. Characterization of pairwise and higher dimension trade-offs among traits should help predict possible niche changes along multiple dimensions simultaneously. The potential for evolutionary responses to global change can be assessed using evolution experiments with individual strains, as well as in communities, because the responses may depend on the presence of competitors, grazers, and parasites. The evolutionary pressures induced by multiple stressors may have interactive effects and, thus, should be investigated simultaneously. Novel models of trait evolution in a community context should provide additional insights into potential adaptation trajectories under diverse global change scenarios.
INTRODUCTION
Phytoplankton are responsible for about half the global primary productivity, play a major role in most biogeochemical cycles, and form the basis of many aquatic food webs (Field et al. 1998 , Falkowski et al. 2008 ). The contribution to major elemental cycles differs greatly between the major functional groups of phytoplankton. Processes such as nitrogen fixation, calcium uptake, and silicon uptake occur almost solely in single groups, in these cases the cyanobacteria, coccolithophorids, and diatoms. Some taxa, such as the cyanobacterium Trichodesmium sp. and the dimethyl sulfide-producing coccolithophorid Emi liania huxleyi, are believed to exert regional and possibly global effects (Brown & Yoder 1994 , Staal et al. 2003 . Phytoplankton are extremely sensitive to global environmental change, responding not only through total biomass but community composition as well (Li et al. 2009 ). In order to understand global elemental cycles and predict the climate change-driven alterations to them, it would be valuable to understand patterns in community structure and productivity of major phytoplankton taxa.
Predicting how phytoplankton communities will reorganize in the future in response to changes in climate and other global change stressors is, therefore, a major challenge facing oceanographers, aquatic ecologists, and environmental scientists. Will the biomass of phytoplankton decline or increase in the What taxonomic groups and individual species could benefit or be hit especially hard by changing environmental conditions? Answers to these questions will be required if we want to understand how oceanic ecosystems will function in the future.
Organisms can respond to changing environmental conditions in 3 distinct ways that we briefly outline here (Fig. 1) . First, a species' phenotypic plasticity (Table 1) can allow it to persist as the environment changes (Charmantier et al. 2008) , essentially widening its ecological niche (Polechova & Storch 2008) . Species, as well as traits, differ in their plasticity ranges, and higher plasticity is often (but not always) beneficial for persisting under global change (Nicotra et al. 2010) . Second, if the limits of phenotypic plasticity of individual species are reached, species sorting (replacement) may occur as a response to changing environmental conditions (Ackerly 2003) . Species that are better adapted to novel conditions will increase in abundance, competitively displacing more poorly adapted species. Such species may already be present in a community or may arrive via immigration (Urban et al. 2011 ). Finally, species may also genetically adapt to changing conditions, via clonal selection or selection on new genotypes arising through mutation, horizontal gene transfer, or recombination.
Therefore, phenotypic plasticity, species sorting, and genetic adaptation can all contribute to species responses to global environmental change and can act simultaneously or sequentially. It is, however, extremely difficult to predict or determine in retrospect the relative importance of individual processes. Further complications arise because environmental changes are multidimensional and responses may be both nonlinear and nonadditive. A promising ap proach to dealing with this complexity and in creasing our mechanistic understanding of the effects of multiple stressors is to quantitatively define multidimensional ecological niches of phytoplankton and determine the influences of environmental conditions on niches of individual species and functional groups. As we describe below, mechanistic ap proa ches to the niche have the potential to unify our understanding of how communities respond to global change via phenotypic plasticity (e.g. thermal tolerance curves), genetic change (e.g. selection on intraspecific variation in thermal tolerance curves), and species sorting (e.g. sorting due to interspecific variation in thermal tolerance curves). Furthermore, characterizing multidimensional niche space for individual species or functional groups could help predict phytoplankton responses to diverse global change stressors acting simultaneously. By constructing trait-based eco-evolutionary models informed by these data it will be possible to make short-term and long-term predictions as to how communities will respond via multiple mechanisms to multiple stressors.
Here we describe the concept of the niche and how it can be made more mechanistic using functional traits of organisms, we discuss the role of traits in explaining present and future community structure and dynamics, and we suggest theoretical and experimental ways to predict species eco-evolutionary responses to multiple environmental stressors. 236 A Initial state B Phenotypic plasticity C Natural selection and species sorting All species respond to changing environment by altering their phenotypic traits (phenotypic plasticity). (C) One species (rectangles) is maladapted to novel conditions and cannot persist in the community, while the best-adapted species (stars) increases in abundance more than the other persisting species (circles) (species sorting). Certain phenotypes and, potentially, genotypes (dark ones) in both species are better adapted to novel conditions and increase in frequency (natural selection)
THE NICHE CONCEPT
The concept of the niche is one of the fundamental ideas in ecology. It was introduced by J. Grinnell and C. Elton early in the 20th century, and further developed by G. E. Hutchinson and R. MacArthur in the 1950s and 1960s, after which it fell out of favor for some time (Chase & Leibold 2003) . Since the early 2000s, the concept of the niche has been experiencing a renaissance, with multiple papers and books reinvigorating the idea (Peterson et al. 1999 , Chase & Leibold 2003 , including the applications of the niche concept to predicting the effects of global change on various organisms (Wiens et al. 2009 ). There are several views of the niche, placing emphasis on different aspects. The niche can be considered a part of environmental space that a species can occupy, defined primarily by abiotic factors, which is sometimes called the Grinnellian niche (Wiens et al. 2009 ). Another view puts more emphasis on the functional role that a species or a group of species plays in an ecosystem and is referred to as the Eltonian niche (Polechova & Storch 2008 , Wiens et al. 2009 ). Hutchinson's idea of a niche as an n-dimensional hypervolume combines the 2 views (Polechova & Storch 2008) and also defines and distinguishes the fundamental and realized niche. A fundamental niche describes the potential space along the multiple resource and environmental factor dimensions where a species can live in the absence of biotic interactions (Hutchinson 1957) . A realized niche is a subset of a fundamental niche that allows species persistence in the presence of competition (original Hutchinson's definition) and other biotic interactions such as predation (Colwell & Rangel 2009 , Wiens et al. 2009 ).
LINKING NICHES TO TRAITS
Although the concept of the niche is very attractive, applying it to real-world questions is challenging because of the difficulty in identifying all the relevant axes and determining the ranges on all those axes that lead to species persistence. These challenges may be somewhat lessened in phytoplankton, because the main niche dimensions are probably fewer and easier to identify than in other, more complex, organisms. These dimensions include re sources, such as nutrients and light, as well as temperature, pH, grazers, and parasites (Litchman et al. 2010) . Once potential niche axes are known, the most commonly used way to characterize species niches is to analyze species abundances (or presence-absence) along environmental gradients and use statistical techniques to delineate the niche (Guisan & Thuiller 2005) . These approaches are often called environmental niche modeling or species distribution models (SDMs) and are now widely used in terrestrial ecology, including applications to predicting species responses to global change (Pearman et al. 2008 , Thuiller et al. 2008 . However, much niche modeling suffers from a lack of a clear mechanistic basis and unrealistic assumptions, such as niche conservatism and absence of biotic interactions (Pearman et al. 2008 , Kearney & Porter 2009 , Wiens et al. 2009 ; reviewed further in the 'Niche models' section).
A possible solution to these issues is to use a species' traits to define its ecological niche (Colwell & Rangel 2009 , Wiens et al. 2009 , Kearney et al. 2010 . Trait-based approaches have gained popularity, especially in terrestrial plant ecology, and can help increase our mechanistic understanding of community structure and dynamics (McGill et al. 2006 , Bruggeman & Kooijman 2007 , Litchman et al. 2007 ). Using functional traits to mechanistically define ecological niches has been proposed recently (Chase & Leibold 2003) (Leibold 1995 , Chase & Leibold 2003 developed mechanistic niche models by adapting the resource competition framework (Tilman 1982) to other processes that affect an organism's fitness. This approach is well suited for phytoplankton, as the resource competition theory itself was first developed for phytoplankton (Tilman 1982 . Furthermore, a trait-based approach based on resource competition theory mechanistically unites the Grinellian and Eltonian perspectives, because species' traits determine the conditions under which they can persist in isolation, as well as their impacts on other species in the community. This combination of requirements and impacts translates, in Hutchinson's terms, from fundamental to realized niches (Chase & Leibold 2003) . Therefore, this approach to the niche can connect traits, niches, and the biogeochemical effects of phytoplankton.
For example, if a species has certain trait values for nutrient-dependent growth and mortality, it is then possible to define a range of a given resource where the net growth rate would be positive. This range would, then, delineate the fundamental niche of the species along the axis of that resource ( Fig. 2A) . If resource levels are affected by competitors, this approach can define the realized niche as well, e.g. if under particular environmental conditions competitors reduce nutrient concentrations below that required for the focal species to persist (R*; Fig. 2A ), then the current environmental conditions are not within that species' realized niche. Identifying traits for multiple resource-or environmental factor− related growth would then allow us to define the ecological niche of a species in all these dimensions (Fig. 2B) . Therefore, defining species trait ranges along the multiple environmental axes should help us to quantitatively describe the multidimensional niche space. As species differ in their trait values (Litchman et al. 2007 , Litchman & Klausmeier 2008 , the quantitative knowledge of species traits will help determine niche differences across species, as well as the consequences of such differences for species coexistence and diversity (Chase & Leibold 2003) .
The niche perspective on species coexistence and diversity contrasts with neutral theory that assumes no meaningful differences in traits of species and, thus, in their fitness (Hubbell 2001) . According to neutral theory, changes in communities may only occur due to stochastic processes (demographic stochasticity, stochastic dispersal, and random speciation) but are not driven by selection on trait differ- 
where μ is the growth rate, μ max is the maximum growth rate, R 1 is the resource concentration in the environment, k is a half-saturation constant for growth, and m is mortality). A range of that resource occurring in a given environment and leading to positive growth corresponds to the niche range along that resource dimension (upper panel). A similar function can be used for another resource, R 2 to define the niche range along that resource dimension. The resource concentration at which growth rate equals mortality is called R* and is a measure of species competitive ability for a given resource. For the Monod model, R* = [mk/(μ max − m)]. R A * is the R* of Species A. The dashed line is a growth curve for a different genotype that is a better nutrient competitor (lower R*). (B) Ecological niche in 2 dimensions, along resource (nutrient) and environmental factor (temperature) axes. Shaded area represents space where species' growth rate is positive, e.g. the niche). The R* (thick lower border of the shaded area) depends on the temperature (Tilman 1982) ences (Hubbell 2001) . It is clear that most phytoplankton species differ in many aspects of their ecological niches, therefore, not following the as sumptions of neutral theory. However, it is intriguing to think that, in some instances, phytoplankton species may appear effectively functionally identical, at least for periods of time. For example, cryptic species documented in phytoplankton (Amato et al. 2007 ) may not differ noticeably in their traits that affect fitness, thereby behaving neutrally. The differences between the neutral and niche perspectives have been discussed extensively in ecological literature and will not be detailed here.
INTER-AND INTRASPECIFIC TRAIT VARIATION
A quantitative characterization of species traits and comparisons among species or higher taxa (Edwards et al. 2012) should help predict what species and groups are likely to dominate under changed conditions. For example, species that are good nutrient competitors should increase in their abundance under more severe nutrient limitation that may result from weaker mixing in a warmer ocean (Doney 2006) . Functional trait compilations averaged over major functional groups can be used to parameterize phytoplankton community models to predict re sponses of different groups to various global change stressors (Litchman et al. 2006) .
Assessing the range of trait variation under different conditions within a species is needed to characterize the limits to phenotypic plasticity. Most physiological and ecological traits in phytoplankton are inherently plastic, but the ranges differ for different traits. Phytoplankton cell size is highly dependent on the levels of nutrients, light, and temperature (Dou cette & Harrison 1990 , Riegman et al. 2000 , Montagnes & Franklin 2001 . The growth affinity for nitrate (μ max /k; variables in Fig. 2 ) was shown to in crease with increasing temperature, while the affinity for ammonium had little temperature dependence (Reay et al. 1999) . A comprehensive meta-analysis of published physiological experiments measuring species traits under different conditions has not been done, but could provide much needed information on phenotypic plasticity ranges. It is also unknown how species differ in their degree of plasticity for the same traits.
Laboratory experiments measuring physiological traits in phytoplankton are usually carried out on individual strains. In addition to intraspecific trait variation due to different environmental conditions (phenotypic plasticity), different strains grown un der identical conditions also exhibit variation in trait values due to genotypic differences (Rynearson & Armbrust 2004 , Kardinaal et al. 2007 , providing a basis for selection. Strains better adapted to novel conditions will outcompete less adapted strains, thus changing genotypic frequencies in the population.
NICHE MODELS

Statistical niche models
Most current SDMs use observational data on species distributions and relate them statistically to various environmental variables, thereby attempting to define species-realized niches (Kearney et al. 2010) . Several major statistical approaches are commonly used; these include generalized linear models (GLMs), generalized additive models (GAMs), genetic (genetic algorithm for rule set production, GARP), and machine-learning algorithms such as Maxent (Wiens et al. 2009 ).
Due to the prohibitive amount of sampling required to characterize phytoplankton abundance at finer scales, we lack data on the global distributions of most phytoplankton species. However, we can place constraints on their geographic ranges using SDMs. As SDMs are typically correlative, estimating optimal abiotic conditions based on current abundances in the environment, they are not perfect for phytoplankton because of the difficulties estimating species abundances. SDMs have several other shortcomings, among them the inability to clearly separate biotic and anthropogenic influences from underlying abiotic forces and the absence of mechanistic explanations for the observed patterns (Wiens et al. 2009 , Kearney et al. 2010 .
Mechanistic niche models
Mechanistic SDMs overcome these issues by using physiological parameters to construct a niche model that is then related to current environmental conditions to derive a maximal species range (Kearney & Porter 2009 ). The species' range by this model is therefore the geographic limit of its fundamental niche. This approach has not been widely applied to marine taxa, despite being well suited to them by virtue of having stable, highly predictable, and wellconnected environments (Robinson et al. 2011) .
Phytoplankton meet many of the assumptions of this method, including being strongly influenced by abi-otic factors, being less dispersal-limited than most taxa due to ocean circulation, and lacking in behaviors that can modify environmental influences. In addition, the physiological traits needed to parameterize niche models, such as the effects of changes in nutrient concentration, light, temperature, and salinity on fitness have been measured in a number of phytoplankton species (Litchman & Klausmeier 2008 , Schwaderer et al. 2011 , Edwards et al. 2012 ). The reactions norms that phytoplankton exhibit in re sponse to these environmental drivers are strongly non-linear, which is difficult to capture in correlative SDMs. For example, species responses to temperature are highly skewed, with lethal temperatures often a few degrees above the optimum temperature for growth (Kingsolver 2009 ).
An example of using mechanistic SDMs is shown in Fig. 3 . The geographic range of the tropical cyanobacterium Trichodesmium erythraeum was estimated using its thermal tolerance curve (Chappell & Webb 2010) , fitted to the function of Norberg (2004) , and the monthly mean ocean temperature data from the NOAA World Ocean Atlas 2009 (Locarnini et al. 2010) . Growth rates were calculated based on monthly temperatures to account for seasonal temperature changes, and the range depicted with color variation covers areas where the mean annual growth rate is estimated to be positive. Though our ability to validate these model predictions is currently limited, they do agree with our understanding of Tricho des mium erythraeum as a tropical and subtropical spe cies (Karl et al. 2002) . The predicted range corresponds to the fundamental thermal niche of this species, and it is likely that temperature also controls its abundance and growth indirectly, by regulating stratification and nutrient supply (Monteiro et al. 2011 ). Disentangling the effects of different environmental factors on species niches is complicated, and caution should be exercised when interpreting the resulting species ranges. We may extend this approach by incorporating multiple environmental parameters simultaneously, but we are currently limited by our understanding of how major environmental drivers interact to affect population growth rates. Characterizing the nature of the interactions be tween temperature, nutrients, and light in a group of species would provide a useful base to extend this into multiple trait and environmental dimensions. Additionally, this approach would great ly benefit from the incorporation of intraspecific variation in traits, as local adaptation would tend to bias estimates based on single cultures. Other factors, such as competition, grazing, and dispersal will limit this range further, though source−sink dynamics may extend the boundaries as well.
Range predictions may similarly be made based on environmental predictions from global climate models. A comparison of existing and future ranges would enable us to better predict changes in elemental cycling in different parts of the ocean, such as potential poleward shifts in populations of nitrogenfixing cyanobacteria.
USING TRAITS TO REVEAL MECHANISMS BEHIND COMMUNITY STRUCTURE
A fundamental challenge in basic and applied ecology is the prediction of community composition from environmental conditions. A common approach to this problem is to use time series data or spatially extensive surveys to analyze how different taxonomic groups respond to environmental variation. A limitation of this approach is that the resulting patterns can be difficult to interpret in terms of underly- ing mechanisms. For example, in the western English Channel there is a somewhat regular procession of diatom species/genera as the environment shifts from presumed light limitation during the winter, through spring bloom conditions, to presumed nutrient limitation during the summer (Widdicombe et al. 2010) . What mechanism(s) cause this seasonal shift in diatom composition? Because multiple environmental variables change in a partially correlated way (light, temperature, nitrate, phosphate, silicate, grazer abundance, and composition), and because different species or genera vary in multiple ways, it is difficult to dissect the causes of seasonal variation in composition. However, in order to predict how communities will respond to environmental change, including potentially new combinations of environmental conditions, it will be necessary to have a strong mechanistic foundation for understanding community composition and dynamics. A focus on functional traits has the potential to provide a more mechanistic basis for understanding the causes of shifts in community composition. Much work in this vein has already been performed in terrestrial plant communities. For example, Cornwell & Ackerly (2009) measured plant community composition across the varied topography of coastal California, and at the same time measured 14 leaf and stem traits on 54 species that occurred in these communities. These data allowed them to test whether community-averaged trait values changed along environmental gradients. Among other patterns, they found that community-average specific leaf area (leaf area divided by leaf dry mass) increased with increasing soil water content. This pattern is consistent with a trade-off, whereby higher specific leaf area increases potential productivity at the expense of resource use efficiency. Therefore, their results suggest that changing soil water content alters community composition by selecting for species with the locally optimal specific leaf area.
There are distinct advantages and disadvantages of applying such a trait-based approach to community variation in marine phytoplankton. A primary advantage is the strong link between commonly measured phytoplankton traits and the processes of resource acquisition and usage (Litchman & Klausmeier 2008) . For example, much of the ecophysiology of nutrient acquisition and nutrient-limited growth can be captured by measuring the Michaelis-Menten uptake curve and the Droop curve for growth rate as a function of nutrient quota (Grover 1991). Compared to common terrestrial plant traits such as wood density and seed mass (e.g. Cornwell & Ackerly 2009 ), the parameters of these curves are more clearly linked to ecophysiology and population dynamics. The disadvantage of applying these traits to community analyses is that they are relatively labor intensive to measure and hence have been measured for relatively few species. Therefore, quantifying the community average of a trait, such as the minimum subsistence quota for nitrogen, will be a significant undertaking.
Although quantifying trait values for an entire community is ideal, it is possible to use a subset of species to test for the role of functional traits in determining community response to multiple environmental factors. For example, we may predict that, in the western English Channel, better nitrogen competitors should have a relative advantage during summer periods, when nitrate is often reduced below the detection limit (Smyth et al. 2010) . Using laboratorymeasured parameters of Michaelis-Menten uptake and Droop growth curves, we can make a priori predictions of the relative competitive ability of nitrate for those species for which we have such data (Edwards et al. 2011) . We can then test whether species-specific responses to nitrate concentration are consistent with interspecific trait differences. In particular, we can predict that good nitrogen competitors will experience a relative advantage as nitrate becomes rare. In a regression framework, this will be 241 Fig. 4 . Example of how functional trait differences will result in predictable differences between species in response to environmental variation. Assume a trait is measured that approximates competitive ability for a resource. Across a gradient of resource availability, species' abundances should change in such a way that better competitors (higher trait) increase in relative abundance as the resource decreases and becomes more limiting. In a linear statistical model, the effect of the trait can be quantified as an interaction between the trait value and the slope of abundance versus resource availability. The particular slopes and intercepts shown here are merely one example, as the prediction concerns the relative values of the slopes, i.e. higher trait evident as a difference in slopes of abundance versus nitrate concentration, which can be tested as an inter action between a species' trait and its slope versus nitrate , Schwaderer et al. 2011 Fig. 4) . Preliminary analyses indicate that this approach can detect strong effects of functional traits on interspecific differences in response to environmental change (Edwards et al. in press) . By using multiple regression, this approach can be applied to multiple trait−environment interactions simultaneously, which allows one to test for particular trait− environment linkages while controlling for the eff ects of other environmental factors that vary simultaneously. In summary, we can establish a mechanistic foundation for the relation between environmental change and community composition, by formulating a priori predictions of trait−environment interactions and test ing those with appropriate statistical models.
This approach also integrates naturally with a mechanistic approach to the niche and the geographic distribution of species. The same traits that are used in a mechanistic niche model can be used to make predictions about the relative performance of species under particular environmental conditions. For example, in a nitrogen-limited region of the ocean, a mechanistic niche model will predict that some set of species can each individually persist under those particular nitrogen supply conditions; in Hutchinsonian terms, this region is therefore part of the fundamental niche of these species. However, within this set of species, some species will be relatively better nitrogen competitors and will therefore be expected to attain higher abundance, and perhaps exclude other species entirely. In this way, it is possible to translate from models of the fundamental niche to the observed realized niche, using traitbased predictions. Furthermore, by using functional trait information to parameterize population dynamic models (see section 'Models of trait evolution and community assembly'), it is possible to make explicit predictions about what species or trait values can coexist under particular environmental conditions.
TRADE-OFFS AND RESPONSES TO MULTIPLE STRESSORS
The majority of species traits are not independent but positively or negatively correlated; these correlations often represent trade-offs and result in contrasting ecological strategies (Margalef 1978 , Litchman et al. 2007 , Schwaderer et al. 2011 . Trade-offs are essential for explaining species coexistence and diversity (Tilman 1990 ) and niche differences (Chase & Leibold 2003) .
Trade-offs are especially important when multiple stressors act simultaneously. Because of the tradeoffs, a species that performs well under one environmental stressor, such as an elevated temperature, may not fare well when another stressor, such as increased CO 2 , is acting simultaneously. The tradeoffs reflect energy and material constraints on the investment into major functions: for example, investing into cellular machinery for growth (ribosomes) may limit investment into light-harvesting machinery (chloroplasts) (Klausmeier et al. 2004) . If higher CO 2 increases sensitivity to photoinhibition (Wu et al. 2010 ), a simultaneous production of heat shock proteins in response to rising temperatures may limit the investment into photoprotective compounds. However, heat shock proteins may also be useful in photoprotection (Schroda et al. 1999) . Determining the nature of trade-offs in phytoplankton is, therefore, crucial for predicting species and community responses to diverse global change factors. This is an active area of research and many trade-offs have been documented for phytoplankton, including a 3-way trade-off between nitrogen and phosphorus competitive abilities and cell size (proxy for grazer resistance) (Litchman et al. 2007 , Edwards et al. 2011 , Schwaderer et al. 2011 ). However, many more trade-offs remain to be discovered and their mechanistic basis understood. It is also important to determine how rigid the observed trade-offs are and whether species can deviate from them.
MULTIVARIATE TRAIT STRUCTURE
We may expect that different environmental factors have distinct effects on community composition and ecosystem processes. However, whether this is true will depend on patterns of interspecific covariation of multiple performance functions. For example, nitrogen pollution could shift production in coastal ecosystems from nitrogen limitation to phosphorus limitation. Furthermore, if there is a strong trade-off across species in competitive ability for N versus P, we would expect a large shift in composition, from better N competitors to better P competitors. However, the regional species pool may not exhibit such trait variation, and instead, multiple performance criteria may be positively correlated. For example, if smaller cells tend to be better competitors for all nutrients (Edwards et al. 2011) , but species of similar size do not vary in N versus P ability, then a shift from N to P limitation may not lead to a strong shift in composition. Therefore, it is important to distinguish between the existence of functional trade-offs and the degree to which interspecific variation is organized along those trade-off axes: past selection may not have led to significant phenotypic variation along all possible trait axes.
Some evidence for the importance of this perspective comes from an analysis of the covariation among the competitive ability for nitrogen, the competitive ability for phosphorus, and cell size in freshwater and marine phytoplankton (Edwards et al. 2011) . When combining freshwater and marine species, there is evidence for a general 3-way trade-off among the competition for N, the competition for P, and cell size. However, the dominant axes of trait variation differ between freshwater and marine systems: freshwater algae vary primarily along an N versus P competition axis, while marine species vary primarily along a size axis, where increased size is correlated with de creased competitive ability for both nutrients. Based on these results, it is plausible that a large change in the N:P supply ratio would result in a large change in the composition in freshwater systems, but a smaller change in the composition in marine systems. More generally, the response of a community to environmental change will depend on the structure of trait covariation created by past environments and evolution. By quantifying the multivariate patterns of interspecific trait variation, it is possible to test for trade-offs and to quantify what performance functions tend to covary positively and which vary independently. Using these patterns, it is then possible to project what kinds of communities can possibly occur in response to rapid environmental change. If climate change leads to novel combinations of environmental conditions, the resulting community may be poorly adapted to those conditions until evolution is able to explore new regions of trait space.
TRAIT AND NICHE EVOLUTION
Changing environmental conditions, including anthro pogenic global change, may alter not only the levels of resources and environmental factors, thereby affecting species-realized niches, but may also lead to evolutionary changes in trait values. Traits characterizing resource utilization or re sponses to environmental factors (e.g. thermal niche) may evolve, leading to a better adaptation to novel selection regimes. Changes in trait values will thereby alter a species' fundamental niche. Niche evolution may be widespread in phytoplankton because large population numbers, fast generation times, high genotypic diversity, and various selective pressures likely lead to trait evolution. Understanding trait evolution is, therefore, necessary for characterizing niche dynamics at present and in the future. In the following section we outline ways to address the potential for trait evolution, both experimentally and theoretically.
EVOLUTION EXPERIMENTS Experiments with individual species
Experimental investigation of how key traits may evolve in response to global change is a promising and much needed approach for marine phytoplankton and other planktonic organisms. There is a rich field of experimental evolution that uses bacteria, insects, terrestrial plants, and other organisms (Elena & Lenski 2003 , Garland & Rose 2009 , De Meester et al. 2011 , but experimental studies on phytoplankton evolution are just beginning. The most relevant studies to what we propose here are the pioneering experi ments on the evolutionary responses of the freshwater algae Chlamydomonas to a global change stressor, increased CO 2 , carried out by G. Bell and S. Collins (Collins & Bell 2004 , 2006 . Evolution experiments are often done with single clones, and evolutionary changes arise as a result of mutations or genetic recombination (Garland & Rose 2009 ). However, in nature, most populations, including marine phytoplankton species, are comprised of many different genotypes and, as a result, exhibit intraspecific variation in trait values (Rynearson & Armbrust 2000 , Rynearson et al. 2006 ). This intraspecific trait variation provides a rich basis for selection of the best adapted genotypes, often leading to a faster evolutionary response compared to monoclonal responses (Yoshida et al. 2003 , Barrett & Schluter 2008 . However, it is also possible that in large populations of asexual organisms, clonal interference, where clones with beneficial mutations compete with each other, may slow down adaptation (Kao & Sherlock 2008) . We suggest that evolution experiments with marine (and freshwater) phytoplankton and other organisms should be carried out both with single clones, to address the role of mutation in evolutionary re sponse, and with multiple clones, to better reflect selection scenarios in nature. A just published study on the bloom-forming coccolithophorid Emiliania hux leyi experimentally evolved both individual clones and clone mixtures under increased CO 2 concentrations (Lohbeck et al. 2012) . Experiments with monocultures combined with genetic analyses allow ed determination of what genes are involved in a particular phenotypic/trait change, as, even for the same selection regimes, there may be distinct adaptation paths involving different genes and resulting in different states of fitness (Elena & Lenski 2003) . Using ecologically and biogeochemically important species and species whose genomes were or are being sequenced and annotated would maximize the efficiency and usefulness of the experimental evolution studies.
The initial assessment of the genetic and phenotypic (trait variation) diversity will allow us to make predictions on the adaptation potential, both in experimental and natural populations. If the trait variation present in different genotypes is high, the population is more likely to respond adaptively to changing conditions and the rate of such response may be faster (Barrett & Schluter 2008) . In marine phytoplankton, standing genetic variation and, possibly, trait variation may be high not only due to frequent mutations and changing selection pressures, but also due to gene flow from populations experiencing different environmental conditions via longdistance transport by currents and other types of water movement (Rynearson & Armbrust 2005) .
To determine the pattern and rates of trait evolution, the trait distribution is assessed at the beginning of and throughout the experiment; the trait's mean values and variance are usually of interest. Adaptation can lead to changes either in means or variance or both, and will arise due to mutations, recombination, or clonal selection.
Most evolution experiments consider a single selective factor, and, to the best of our knowledge, investigations of the effects of multiple environmental stressors simultaneously on trait evolution have not been carried out. This is clearly a research direction that needs to be pursued urgently in the face of multidimensional global environmental change. For example, determining how rising temperatures and CO 2 concentration would affect evolution of phytoplankton functional traits would be very informative, as it is unknown if the selection pressures from the 2 stressors have an opposing or a synergistic effect (or no interaction) on traits and the niche.
A possible approach would be to conduct complete or incomplete factorial experiments with factors being major global change stressors, such as temperature, high CO 2 , or high or low nutrient concentrations. Such experiments can be carried out both with single strains and strain mixtures to reflect the genetic diversity occurring in nature.
Community experiments
Although evolution experiments with individual species may show the potential of different species to adapt to various stressors, even acting simultaneously, the evolutionary responses in natural conditions will most likely also depend on the community composition in which the focal species is embedded (Van Doorslaer et al. 2010) . Experiments with Daphnia showed that its microevolutionary responses to high temperature had the opposite pattern in a community compared to that a in monoculture (Van Doorslaer et al. 2010) . Collins (2011) found that the evolutionary response of Chlamydomonas to increased CO 2 depended on whether the strains were grown in isolation or in mixtures.
It has been shown theoretically that, in communities, evolutionary responses of individual species to changing conditions may be hindered by the presence of other species that are already better adapted to the new conditions (de Mazancourt et al. 2008) . With increasing diversity, the probability that such well-adapted species are present increases, and consequently, the evolutionary response may not be as strong in diverse communities as in monocultures or low-diversity communities (de Mazancourt et al. 2008) . As a result, instead of evolutionary chan ges, species sorting (replacement) may be the dominant community (or metacommunity) response to novel environmental conditions. These and other theoretical findings make it necessary to investigate evolution of species traits in the context of other species. The presence of predators or parasites may also alter the trajectory and the end result of adaptation. Therefore, we propose that evolution experiments investigating the effects of competitors, predators, and parasites on species evolutionary responses are a much-needed direction for experimental evolution studies. Of course, community composition changes frequently, and it would be impossible to run evolution experiments with all the species combinations that a species in question encounters. However, as a first step, it would be informative to contrast species trait evolution in the absence and presence of a competitor and/or predator. A more thorough investigation of trait evolution in the community context could be done using modeling approaches that we briefly outline in the following section.
MODELS OF TRAIT EVOLUTION AND COMMUNITY ASSEMBLY
A range of theoretical frameworks exists for the trait-based modeling of marine communities. These include (1) extensions of traditional community ecology, where a large number of species are allowed to sort out (randomly chosen species, Follows et al. 2007 ; a near-continuous range of species, Bruggeman & Kooijman 2007); (2) moment methods that approximate the community by total biomass, mean trait, and trait variance (Wirtz & Eckhardt 1996 , Norberg et al. 2001 , Savage et al. 2007 , Merico et al. 2009 ); (3) multispecies models that combine population and trait dynamics as in quantitative genetics (Abrams & Matsuda 1997 , Norberg et al. 2012 ; (4) mutation-limited evolution in adaptive dynamics (Geritz et al. 1997) , and (5) evolutionary game theory, which focuses on uninvadable sets of species (Brown & Vincent 1992 , Klausmeier et al. 2007 , Litchman et al. 2009 ). What these ap proa ches have in common is that they explicitly define species by their ecologically relevant traits. Moreover, they often make the same prediction about the endpoint of community assembly/ evolution (Abrams 2001) . They differ primarily in their assumptions about the sources of phenotypic diversity (rare mutation, genetic variation maintained by mutation-selection balance, immigration, 'everything is everywhere').
Few of these approaches have been used to predict how species and communities will respond to global change, but it is likely that they will differ in their predictions, because adaptation to a changing environment relies on phenotypic diversity. For example, in 3 disparate modeling frameworks (quantitative genetics [QG] , adaptive dynamics [AD] , and moment methods [MM] ), the response of a trait to selection is proportional to the product of the trait variance and the selection gradient (QG: Lande 1979; AD: Dieckmann & Law 1996; MM: Norberg et al. 2001 , Savage et al. 2007 ), but the source of variance differs (common or rare mutation or immigration). Therefore, accurately parameterizing the mechanisms that maintain or bring new phenotypes into the community is a key challenge in using trait-based models to predict response to global change.
A related issue particularly relevant in the response to multiple stressors is the covariance among multiple traits. This sets the ability for short-term adaptation (Lande 1979 , Arnold 1992 , Savage et al. 2007 . When there are negative correlations between traits that are both being selected for, adaptation is hampered. This trait covariance is set by both the past selective regimes, as well as the input of new phenotypes due to mutation, which is subject to functional constraints (Arnold 1992) , or immigration, which is determined by the traits of species in the regional species pool (Savage et al. 2007 ). Elucidating these functional constraints and determinants of metacommunity diversity (Norberg et al. 2012 ) is another important task.
CONCLUSIONS
Species and communities will undoubtedly re spond to multifaceted global environmental change. Several mechanisms with overlapping time scales, such as phenotypic plasticity, species sorting, and genetic adaptation, will likely be involved. It is, however, unknown what the rate and the relative importance of the potential response mechanisms would be. Given the pressing need to assess how species and communities will respond to multiple stressors, ecologists and evolutionary biologists can approach the problem from multiple angles, using diverse experimental and modeling approaches. We propose several research directions to help advance the field and increase its predictive power. First, we can collect experimental data on major functional traits (and their plasticity) and combine it with the data on species distributions along major environmental gradients to map ecological niches. A combination of statistical and mechanistic niche descriptions may result in the most precise niche characterizations. Second, we can conduct evolution experiments, both with single strains and diverse populations to determine the adaptation potential and the exact mechanisms of adaptation. A simultaneous consideration of several key environmental stressors, such as temperature and CO 2 , is necessary to increase the realism and to understand multiple stressor interactions. Third, the development of novel models of (phyto)plankton community organization and evolution should allow a detailed exploration of various global change scenarios and the role of community and food web composition in adaptation to global change. 
